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Negative Selection of Self-Reactive Chicken B Cells Requires B Cell Receptor Signaling and Is Independent of the Bursal Microenvironment
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Although the negative selection of self-reactive B cells in the bone marrow of mammals has been clearly demonstrated, it remains unclear in models of gut-associated B cell lymphopoiesis, such as that of the chicken (Gallus gallus). We have generated chicken surface IgM-related receptors in which the diversity region of the lamprey variable lymphocyte receptor (VLR) has been fused to the C region of chicken surface IgM (Tμ). Expression of a VLR:Tμ receptor with specificity for PE supported normal development of B cells, whereas a VLR:Tμ receptor specific to hen egg lysozyme (a self-antigen with respect to chicken B cells) induced, in vivo, complete deletion of VLR^{HEL}Tμ-expressing B cells. In ovo i.v. injection of PE resulted in deletion of VLR^{HEL}Tμ-expressing B cells in the embryo spleen, demonstrating that negative selection was independent of the bursal microenvironment. Although chickens transduced with a murine CD8α:chicken Igα fusion protein contained B cells expressing mCD8α:chIgα, cotransfection of the mCD8α:chIgα construct, together with thymus leukemia Ag (a natural ligand for mCD8α), resulted in reduced levels of mCD8α:chIgα-expressing B cells in inverse proportion to the levels of thymus leukemia Ag–expressing cells. Deletion of mCD8α:chIgα-expressing cells was specific for B cells and required active signaling downstream of the mCD8α:chIgα receptor. Ag-mediated negative selection of developing chicken B cells can therefore occur independently of the bursal microenvironment and is dependent on signaling downstream of the BCR. The Journal of Immunology, 2014, 192: 000–000.

B lymphopoiesis is a regulated process that occurs in the bone marrow of humans and rodents and GALT of other mammals and birds. To generate protection against pathogens, the humoral immune system requires a diverse pool of BCRs that can recognize a broad range of foreign Ags. The diversification of variable Ig regions, however, runs the risk of generating self-reactive specificities that must be eliminated from the competent pool of B cells.

B cell development in mammals such as mice and humans occurs in the bone marrow throughout life. B lymphopoiesis in the bone marrow purges self-reactive specificities, using mechanisms such as receptor editing and clonal deletion (1–3). Approximately 50% of autoreactive B cells, however, escape these central tolerance mechanisms (4), but they peripheralize in a state of anergy, and in the presence of specific Ag and competition with other B cells remain quiescent, with a substantially reduced lifespan. Anergic B cells show compromised signaling downstream of BCR cross-linking (5).

It has been shown in murine models that the form of the self-antigen defines the fate of self-reactive B cells. Whereas a membrane-bound form of neo–self-antigen leads to deletion of specific transgenic B cells, a soluble form of the self-antigen leads to specific B cell anergy, despite binding to the B cell with the same intrinsic affinity. The capacity of membrane-bound Ag to induce deletion, therefore, likely reflects its valence and greater potential to cluster large numbers of Ag receptors on developing B cells (6–9).

In contrast to bone marrow models of B cell development, mechanisms involved in the selection of avian B cells remain unclear. Gut-associated B cell lymphopoiesis in avian species and some mammals differs from human and rodent models of B cell development with respect to anatomical location and mechanisms by which BCR diversity is generated. Furthermore, in contrast to mice and humans, in which rearrangement of Ig light and heavy chains continues throughout life in the bone marrow, B cell commitment and subsequent Ig gene rearrangement in chickens is restricted to a single wave of precursors in embryonic life (10–12). In chickens, B cells rearrange unique variable H and L chain gene segments, generating limited diversity. The limited diversity generated by Ig rearrangement in chickens raises the question of whether germline specificities induce selection of B cells or have been conserved evolutionarily to avoid self-reactivity.

The initial colonization of the bursal follicles requires B cell surface Ig (sIg) expression, and this leads to the induction of Ig diversification. Avian B cells generate extensive Ig diversity upon passing this Ig selection checkpoint by a process of gene conversion in the developing bursa. Therefore, it is likely that avian B cell lymphopoiesis is prone to the development of as much self-reactivity as is seen in mammals. Embryonic B cells are eliminated following surface BCR ligation using anti-allotype Ab in chickens (13–15). These experiments showed that injection of anti-allotype Ab to day 13 allotype heterozygote chickens (IgM-1^a/b)
eliminated B cells with the relevant BCR. These experiments, however, could not distinguish between the elimination of allotype-expressing B cells as a consequence of receptor ligation leading to the induction of tolerance and simple opsonization of anti-allotype-coated B cells.

To address the issue of tolerance in immature chicken B cells, we have generated defined BCR/ligand combinations and expressed these in the developing chicken embryo. We show in this article that whereas a slg-related receptor with specificity for a foreign Ag supported B cell development, a slg-related receptor with specificity for a self-antigen resulted in B cell deletion. We further show that expression of a cell surface neo-self-antigen results in B cell deletion and that this deletion requires signaling downstream of the BCR. We conclude, therefore, that the developing chicken B cell repertoire is subject to tolerance induction and that the induction of tolerance can occur prior to the migration of B cell precursors to the bursa.

Materials and Methods

Generation of replication-competent avian leukosis virus retroviral constructs

To generate BCRs with defined specificity, the Ag binding portion of the VLR molecule, called the diversity region, was fused to the chicken truncated μ-chain. The diversity region of hen egg lysozyme (HEL)– or PE-specific VLRs (16) was PCR amplified using Platinum Pfx Polymerase (Invitrogen, San Diego, CA) and the primer combination VLR5′ (5′-ATTATTTGGCC-AACGGCATGTCCTCGGAT-3′) and VLR3′ (5′-ATTATTTCGATGGATCCGTGCCC-3′) from extracted mRNA, using the TL5′ (18) cells generously provided by Dr. James Carlyle (Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre, Ab Facility) followed by Streptavidin-APC (BD Biosciences). Ex vivo B cells were stained with anti-ChB6 pan-B cell marker (Bu1-APC), HY18-FITC, or anti-chicken λ L-chain Ab. Ag binding was detected by R-PE or HEL–biotin. TL expression was detected using TL18/20 or biotinylated HD168 (22); murine β2m was detected with anti-β2m LMLY11 (provided by Dr. David Williams, Department of Biochemistry, Faculty of Medicine, University of Toronto) followed by Streptavidin-PerCP (BD Biosciences). Murine CD8a was detected with mAb 53-6.72 (provided by P Hugo, MetriGene Biosciences, Montreal, QC, Canada).

Specificity and affinity of the VLRHELβm receptor were estimated by inhibition assay. Cells were stained with conjugated HEL in the presence of serial dilutions of nonconjugated HEL. The inhibition curve was calculated by plotting mean fluorescence intensity of binding against inhibitor concentration (GraphPad Prism 4).

TL binding to the mCD8a:chlg-transfected B cells was assessed by staining with PE conjugated CTL-019. Samples were analyzed on a FACSCalibur or LSRII (BD Biosciences, Mississauga, ON, Canada).

Ag injection in ovo

Incubated embryos were candled to determine location of blood vessels in the chorioallantoic membrane. A 1 cm × 0.5 cm window was cut in the shell and the underlying membrane rendered translucent with paraffin oil. Then 0.1 ml Ag in PBS was injected i.v., using a 30-gauge needle, and the window was sealed with melted paraffin wax.

PCR amplification of integrated VLR sequences

Integrated VLR sequences were amplified from transduced bursa and spleen, using nested PCR. Approximately 1 million cells were solubilized in PCR lysis buffer for 4 h. A total of 10^6 cell equivalents were amplified with RCAS5′ and 3′ primers and also with chicken genomic RAG2 gene primers as a control. A total of 1 μl of the first-round reaction was used for the nested PCR, using VLR and RAG2 primers.

Results

Generation of Ag-specific BCR transduced chicken B cells

To generate slg-related BCRs of defined specificity, we made use of Ag-specific lamprey VLRs with specificity for PE and HEL isolated from a yeast display library (16). The diversity region sequences of the lamprey VLRs were fused to the chicken truncated μ chain (Tm) sequence, using the chicken VH leader sequence. The resulting constructs were cloned into the RCAS(BP)B productive retroviral vector (Fig. 1A) and transfected into CEFs (Fig. 1B, 1C). We have previously observed that surface expression of chicken Tm does not require coexpression of Igα and Igβ on CEFs, and under these circumstances does not signal when cross-linked (21). CEFs transfected with the RCAS(BP)B–VLR.Tm also expressed these constructs at similar levels on the CEF surface (Fig. 1B, 1C). Staining with HEL or PE demonstrated that the RCAS(BP)B–VLRHEL.Tm and RCAS(BP)B–VLRPE.Tm constructs maintained the specificity of the original selected VLR.

The RCAS(BP)B–VLRHEL.Tm and RCAS(BP)B–VLRPE.Tm constructs were introduced into the chicken bursal B cell lymphoma DT40 (Fig. 1D, 1E). Expression of RCAS(BP)B–VLRHEL.Tm was
stable and cells expressing the construct could be readily sorted to homogeneity. In contrast, RCAS(BP)B–VLRHELTm expression on DT40 cells was less stable in cultures including normal chicken serum that contains HEL (Fig. 1E). When expressed on the B cell surface, Tm cross-linking results in signaling indicative of association with Igα/Igβ (20). Similarly, cross-linking of VLRPETm on DT40 cells induces calcium mobilization (D. Davani, Z. Pancer, and M.J.H. Ratcliffe, submitted for publication), again consistent with expression of VLRPETm associated with Igα/Igβ. Thus whereas Tm and VLR-Tm can be expressed on the cell surface in the absence of Igα/Igβ, Tm and VLR-Tm will associate with the Igα/Igβ complex if available.

Specificity and affinity of binding of VLRHELTm on RCAS(BP)B–VLRHELTm–transfected CEFs were further assessed by inhibition of VLRHELTm binding to FITC–HEL conjugates by nonconjugated HEL. Affinity of binding was estimated to be ~100 nM, reflecting the concentration of HEL that reduced the binding of FITC–HEL to 50% (Fig. 1E, 1G).

Self-reactive VLRHELTm-expressing B cells do not productively colonize the developing chicken bursa
VLRHELTm and VLRPETm were introduced into developing hematopoietic precursors by inoculating day 3 chicken embryos with CEFs transfected with RCAS(BP)B–VLRHELTm and RCAS(BP)
B–VLRPETμ, respectively. Under these circumstances, inoculated CEFs themselves do not become chimeric with the recipient embryo, as shown by the expression of chicken pan-B cell marker (ChB6) alleles in previous studies (20).

All chicken bursal and splenic B cells express the pan-B cell marker ChB6, and all B cells in the normal bursa are sIgM+ (μ+L+), consistent with the finding that sIg expression is required for productive bursal colonization (19, 20, 23–25). In chicks infected with the RCAS(BP)B–VLRPETμ virus, a significant proportion of neonatal bursal and splenic ChB6+ B cells expressed the chimeric VLRPETμ and lacked endogenous sIgM, as judged by the lack of Ig L chain expression. The proportion of VLRPETμ/IgM− B cells was 10–40% in the bursae of 30 chickens analyzed (Fig. 2A). In contrast, VLRHELμ-expressing B cells were not found in the spleen or bursa of infected chickens with the RCAS(BP)B–VLRHELμ virus (Fig. 2B).

Because the VLRHELμ receptor was expressed on CEFs at levels equivalent to those of the VLRPETμ receptor, the lack of VLRHELμ-expressing B cells in vivo could be due to either selective deletion of these cells or a lack of RCAS(BP)B–VLRHELμ viral penetrance in vivo. We therefore confirmed the penetrance of the RCAS(BP)B–VLRHELμ virus by PCR amplification of the integrated VLRHELμ sequence from ex vivo spleen and bursal cells, containing both B and non-B cells, because the RCAS virus infects both B and non-B lineage cells (Fig. 3). We conclude, therefore, that the presence of high levels of endogenous HEL resulted in deletion of VLRHELμ-expressing B cells in vivo (Fig. 3).

At day 17 of embryonic development, those B cells present in spleen are predominantly prebursal as opposed to postbursal B cells (26). To determine whether negative selection as a consequence of BCR ligation is induced in prebursal cells, we inoculated RCAS(BP)B–VLRPETμ transduced embryos with soluble PE on embryonic day (e) 13. At this time B cell precursors are found in both bursal and splenic tissues. B cells in these tissues were subsequently assessed on day 17e for VLRPETμ expression. Exposure to soluble PE resulted in significant deletion of VLRPETμ-expressing B cells in the spleen (Fig. 4). We can conclude, therefore, that the prebursal stage of chicken B cell development is subject to negative selection following BCR ligation. This conclusion is
consistent with the lack of \(VLR^{HELT}\mu^+\) expressing B cells in the neonatal spleen (Fig 3).

In contrast, i.v. injection of soluble PE into the day 13 RCAS \(VLR^{PET}\mu^+\)-infected embryos failed to induce significant deletion of \(VLR^{PET}\mu^+\) expressing bursal B cells. One possible interpretation of this result is that Ag inoculated into the circulation is poorly accessible to the bursal mesenchyme or to B cells resident in bursal follicles at the time of Ag injection. Under these circumstances, bursal B cells would not be exposed to sufficient Ag to induce BCR ligation and negative selection. Alternatively,

**FIGURE 3.** Self-reactive \(VLR^{HELT}\mu^+\) B cells are not detected in RCAS(BP)B–\(VLR^{HELT}\mu\) transduced chickens. Neonatal bursal and splenic cells of chicks infected at day 3 of embryogenesis by RCAS(BP)B–\(VLR^{PET}\mu\) or RCAS(BP)B–\(VLR^{HELT}\mu\) were isolated. (A) The percentage of VR:\(\mu\)-expressing B cells from nine \(VLR^{PET}\mu\)- and eight \(VLR^{HELT}\mu\)-infected individual neonatal chickens from three independent experiments was compared (unpaired t test with Welch’s correction). (B) Integrated \(VLR^{PE}\) and \(VLR^{HEL}\) with distinct sizes were amplified by nested-PCR from neonatal bursal and splenic cells; each lane is representative of an individual animal, and the percentage of \(VLR:\mu\)-expressing cells in each sample is indicated below the lane.

**FIGURE 4.** In ovo Ag injection reduces Ag-specific B cells in the spleen, but not the bursa. (A) Day 13 RCAS(BP)B–\(VLR^{PET}\mu\)–infected embryos were injected with 1 mg of PE (Ag treated) or PBS (No Ag) in ovo and assessed on day 17c. \(VLR^{PET}\mu^+\) B cells were stained with ChB6 and PE and analyzed by flow cytometry. Dot plots are gated on forward scatter and side scatter and are representative of 50,000 cells. (B) The \(VLR^{PET}\mu^+\)/total B cell ratios in the bursa and the spleen of Ag-treated (day 13e) versus control chicks were compared (unpaired t test with Welch’s correction).
bursal B cells may be intrinsically more resistant to negative selection following BCR ligation.

**BCR interaction with membrane-bound ligand induces signaling-dependent deletion**

The ability of Ag to mediate deletion of Ag-specific B cells in the embryo could either be a consequence of signaling induced downstream of the BCR or, alternatively, be an indirect consequence of Ag binding to the B cell surface. To address this issue, we have taken advantage of an Ig-related chimeric receptor containing the extracellular and transmembrane portion of murine CD8α fused to the cytoplasmic domain of chicken Igα previously generated in the laboratory (19). This mCD8α:chIgα receptor construct is functionally equivalent to intact Igα with respect to its ability to support B cell development past the Ig selection checkpoint. Thus, B cell precursors expressing mCD8α:chIgα colonize bursal follicles and undergo clonal expansion and the induction of gene conversion (25). In contrast, the signaling-defective mutant, mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3, in which the tyrosine residues of the Igα ITAM motif as well as the non-ITAM tyrosine residue implicated in BLNK recruitment were replaced with phenylalanine failed to support B cell development past the Ig selection checkpoint. Thus, infection of day 3 chicken embryos with the mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 construct resulted in B cells coexpressing mCD8α:chIgα together with endogenous slgM (21).

A ligand for the mCD8α homodimer is the TL Ag, a surface nonclassical MHC class I Ag that is expressed as a heterodimer with β2-m. We therefore cloned TLα (mouse A strain) from the RMA-S cell line (18) (provided by Dr. James Carlyle, Sunnybrook Research Institute) by RT-PCR and introduced it into the RCAS BP retroviral vector. To provide surface expression of TL in chicken cells, TL was expressed together with murine β2-m by cloning TL and β2-m bicistronically with an IRES sequence. The RCAS(BP)B–TL:IRES:β2-m construct was transfected into CEFs, and TL/β2-m expression was confirmed by staining with anti-mouse β2-m and anti-TL Abs (Fig. 5A). The observation that some cells stained for the surface expression of TL in the absence of staining for mouse β2-m is consistent with the surface expression of some TL being supported by the presence of FCS-derived β2-m in the tissue culture medium.

The RCAS virus includes subgroups that bind to distinct cell surface receptors and allow for double transfection or infection of chicken cells that express both receptors. Thus, individual chicken cells can be doubly infected using A and B subgroup viral strains. The mCD8α:chIgα and mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 constructs were cloned into RCAS(BP)A and the TL–IRES:β2-m construct was cloned into RCAS(BP)B. Double transfections of CEFs with RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgα or RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 (together with RCAS(BP)B–TL–IRES:β2-m) showed the feasibility of introducing both the CD8α receptor and its ligand into CEFs (Fig. 5B). To confirm the binding of TL to the mCD8α:chIgα used in these experiments, we showed that TL tetramers bound the surface of CD8α:chIgα-expressing CEFs (Fig. 5C).

Introduction of RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgα into day 3 chicken embryos showed colonization of the bursa with cells expressing mCD8α:chIgα. In contrast, neonatal chicks coinfected with RCAS (BP)A–mCD8α:chIgα and RCAS(BP)B–TL–IRES:β2-m showed reduced levels of mCD8α:chIgα expressing B cells (Fig. 6A, 6B). Strikingly, we observed a clear inverse correlation between the frequency of cells expressing TL/β2-m and the frequency of mCD8α:chIgα expressing B cells. This suggested the possibility that TL/β2-m expression was mediating negative selection of mCD8α:chIgα expressing B cells (Fig. 6B).

Further support for this contention came from the fact that although the frequency of mCD8α:chIgα-expressing non-B cells was also variable in RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgα transduced chicks, there was no deletion of these cells in RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgα plus RCAS(BP)B–TL–IRES:β2-m coinfected chicks (Fig. 6C). Thus negative selection was specific for developing B cells.

To determine whether deletion of mCD8α:chIgα-expressing cells was due to signaling downstream of the BCR, we took advantage of the mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 signaling-defective mutant. In chicks infected with the RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 virus, a substantial population of mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 cells were observed (Fig. 7A), although all these cells coexpressed slgM because the mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 receptor does not itself support B cell development (data not shown). Analysis of chicks coinfected with RCAS(BP)B–TL–IRES:β2-m and RCAS(BP)A–mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 showed survival of the mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3–expressing B cells in the presence of the TL/β2-m ligand with no correlation between the frequency of mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3–expressing B cells and the frequency of cells expressing TL/β2-m (Fig. 7B). Not surprisingly, the expression of TL/β2-m did not significantly af-
flect the levels of mCD8α:chIgα E1F2F3-expressing non-B cells (Fig. 7C). Comparable levels of TL/β2m were expressed in both mCD8α:chIgα and mCD8α:chIgα E1F2F3 coinfected chicks (data not shown). Thus we can conclude the deletion of mCD8α:chIgα-expressing cells in the presence of TL/β2m requires signaling downstream of the mCD8α:chIgα receptor.

Discussion
Tolerance is a critical step that lymphocytes undergo during their development. The humoral immune system in humans and rodents generates a diverse pool in excess of 10^11 Ag receptors by random assortment of Ig gene segments, the combination of Ig heavy and light chains, and junctional diversity. Therefore, the immune system recruits several mechanisms to keep a tight control over the development of autoreactive B cells at the cost of extensive cell death, as reviewed elsewhere (1, 27).

In chickens, although Ig gene rearrangement does not generate significant diversity, gene conversion is a potent diversifying mechanism for H and L chain V genes. In the same way, therefore, that tolerance is crucial for the normal development of rodent and
primate B cells, it might be expected that tolerance would also be important in the development of chicken B cells. Although mechanisms of B cell tolerance have been extensively investigated in mammalian models of bone marrow B cell development, the developmental stages of gut-associated B lymphopoiesis and the stages at which tolerance may occur remain unclear.

We have taken advantage of the specificity-determining regions of the lamprey VLR to generate fusion constructs in which the diversity region of the lamprey VLR is fused to the truncated chicken m-chain. These constructs are effectively expressed on the surface of CEFs, as is the chicken Tμ construct itself. This finding is a likely consequence of reduced polarity in the chicken transmembrane region of the μ-chain, as discussed elsewhere (24). Importantly, we observed no difference in the efficiency of expression when comparing the VLRPETm and VLRHELTm constructs in CEFs.

Although VLRPETμ and VLRHELTμ were expressed on the surface of CEF in vitro, infection of the chicken B cell line, DT40, with VLRHELTμ was stable only in the absence of chicken serum in the media. The DT40 cell line has been used to analyze

FIGURE 7. mCD8α+ B cell deletion is dependent on BCR signaling. (A) Presence of ChB6+ mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3-expressing bursal B cells was analyzed by staining of TL/β2m + mCD8α:chIgα transduced day 1 neonates. The relationship between the frequency of mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3-expressing B cells (B) or non-B cells (C) and the frequency of TL/β2m-expressing cells in TL/β2m + mCD8α:chIgαF1F2F3 transduced day 17e or day 1 animals was determined. Plots are representative of 10 single- and 15 double-transduced animals from 3 independent experiments (unpaired t test with Welch's correction). Dot plots of 50,000 bursal cells gated on forward scatter and side scatter are shown.
BCR signaling upon BCR ligation, and DT40 cells undergo apoptosis upon BCR ligation (28, 29). The inability of VLRHEL-Tμ-expressing DT40 cells to grow in the presence of normal chicken serum is consistent with serum-derived HEL ligating the VLRHEL-Tμ construct.

We have used the RCAS(BP) (24, 30, 31) to transduce developing hematopoietic precursors with modified forms of slg-related receptors in vivo. Because the retroviral transduction is < 100%, transduced BCR–expressing B cells compete with those expressing endogenous slg for colonization of bursal follicles and subsequent development. In the experiments reported in this article, transduced VLRRETμ penetrance is typically in the order of 10–50% of B cells. Thus, the transduced VLRRETμ supports the development of B cells as efficiently as the endogenous slg. This finding is fully consistent with our previous demonstration of effective support of B cell development by Tμ.

In contrast, VLRHEL-Tμ-expressing B cells were not observed in RCAS(BP)-B–VLRHEL-Tμ–infected chicks, despite expressing high levels of integrated virus. This lack of observation is based on the inability to detect cells binding the biotinylated HEL. We can rule out the trivial explanation that these cells are, in fact, present and blocked by binding endogenous HEL because we observe no cells expressing IgH in the absence of the L chain, characteristic of cells expressing VLRμ constructs in the absence of endogenous slg. We conclude, therefore, that VLRHEL-Tμ-expressing B cells are subject to tolerance induction.

In murine models, in which soluble HEL is used as a neo–self-antigen, B cell anergy rather than deletion is observed. In the experiments reported in this article, we do not observe VLRHEL-Tμ-expressing B cells. This finding may be a consequence of the levels of soluble HEL in the respective systems. In the transgenic soluble HEL model in mice, levels of serum HEL were in the order of 10 ng/ml (32). In contrast, 3–5 mg/ml of HEL is present in the chick embryo or 3 μg/ml in the adult chicken serum, levels that are more than 1000-fold higher than those seen in HEL transgenic mice (33, 34). It is possible, therefore, that deletion of VLRHEL-Tμ-expressing B cells, as opposed to anergy, is a consequence of the extremely high levels of HEL present in the chicken embryo.

Alternatively, anergic murine B cells have a short lifespan in the presence of nonanergic B cells (35). The continued presence of anergic B cells in these models is a consequence of ongoing B cell development and the continual production of new B cells expressing the self-reactive slg. In chickens, there is a single wave of B cell development, and any anergic B cells with a reduced lifespan would be eliminated without being replaced by newly generated B cells.

A third possibility follows from the absence of IgD in the chicken genome. A characteristic of anergic murine B cells is the downregulation of slgM while levels of slgD are maintained (32). Under these circumstances, induction of anergy in developing chicken B cells might induce a downregulation of slgM in the absence of slgD. We have previously shown that downregulation of chicken IgM among bursal cells precedes apoptotic cell death (36), presumably because the levels of residual slgM become too low to support the tonic signaling required for continued B cell development in the absence of slgD.

Thus, although we can clearly conclude that exposure of VLRHEL-Tμ-expressing B cells to their cognate Ag leads to deletion and tolerance induction, we cannot formally determine whether this is a consequence of direct induction of deletion per se or the induction of anergy leading to deletion.

In chickens, B cell development occurs in a single wave in which B lineage committed precursors colonize the bursa (10–12). This development can be divided temporally into distinct stages. The early stages of chicken B cell development include colonization of bursal follicles, expression of functional slg, and subsequent cell expansion (23, 31). Chickens have only one functional variable H and L chain gene, and rearrangement of these variable segments generates a prediversified BCR with limited diversity. Expression of that receptor, independent of its specificity, is required and sufficient to support the early stages of B lymphopoesis. We have shown in this article that peripheral B cells in the embryo are subject to negative selection. These cells include prebursal cells, and so the consequence of ligation the BCR on B cells prior to their migration to the bursa is negative selection. Given the very limited repertoire of prebursal B cells, this clearly places an evolutionary constraint on the specificity of the chicken germline receptor to avoid self-reactivity.

The great majority of newly generated normal B cells in the developing bursa die in situ. This fact cannot be due to the generation of nonproductive gene rearrangements because the formation of a functional slg receptor is required for colonization of bursal follicles. Similarly, the rate of nonproductive gene conversion is only 2–3% of gene conversion events (37). Although some cell death is likely, owing to the generation of IgH and L chain combinations that fail to pair appropriately to form a functional slg molecule (A. Neschadin and M.J.H. Ratcliffe, unpublished observations), the high levels of bursal cell death have not been satisfactorily explained.Those bursal cells that die in situ are those in which levels of slgM are downregulated (36). The deletion of emerging self-reactive cells likely contributes, therefore, to the levels of cell death seen among developing bursal cells.

Tolerized B cells in the mouse have the potential to undergo receptor editing. This is clearly not possible with our VLRHEL-Tμ construct, owing to the nature of the specificity-encoding VLR and the random positions at which RCAS(BP)-B–VLRHEL-Tμ retroviral integration occurs. In normal chicken bursal cells, however, the potential exists for those B cells that encounter self-antigen to undergo further gene conversion to modify their specificity away from self-antigen recognition.

Introduction of the non–self-reactive VLRPE-Tμ to day 3 chick embryos generated transduced B cells found in both the bursa and the spleen. We therefore investigated whether the presence of PE-specific B cells in VLRPE-Tμ transduced chicks was modified by exposure to PE. In ovo i.v. injection of PE into day 13e VLRPE-Tμ transduced embryos resulted in deletion of splenic VLRPE-Tμ-expressing B cells. Although the deletion we observed was not complete, it was clearly significant and possibly limited by the quantity and persistence of PE that could be administered. Thus, it is plausible that the partial deletion of VLRPE-expressing cells following PE injection may be due to the threshold required for deletion of the autoreactive B cells. Nonetheless, at day 17e, the great majority of splenic B cells are prebursal rather than post-bursal cells (26), allowing us to draw the conclusion that the bursal microenvironment is not required for the induction of tolerance.

PE injection into VLRPE-Tμ transduced embryos did not result in significant deletion of VLRPE-Tμ-expressing cells in the bursa. This finding could again be due to limitations in the amount of Ag delivered to the bursa following i.v. injection, in contrast to the levels of PE in the serum, which would be more readily accessible to peripheral B cells. The levels of HEL in the developing embryo are > 10-fold higher than the levels of injected PE, and the transfer of HEL into bursal follicles may be much more efficient than the transfer of PE, which has a much higher m.w. In this regard, deletion of IgM allotype–expressing B cells in both bursa and spleen has been shown upon injection of anti-allotype
Ab in ovo during embryonic life (13, 38). When injected neonatally, anti-allotype Abs deplete allotype-expressing B cells in the spleen more effectively than those in the bursa, although repeated postnatal injection of anti-allotype Abs does deplete allotype-bearing cells in the bursa. This finding supports the contention that there is limited accessibility to the bursal microenvironment of proteins present in serum rather than an intrinsic resistance of bursal cells to tolerance induction and explains the inability of PE inoculated i.v. to induce deletion of VLRPf-Tp-expressing bursal B cells. This is equivalent to models of self-tolerance in mice in which the affinity and avidity of the BCR for Ag can affect the persistence of tolerant B cells (1, 4). It would be interesting to know whether surviving VLRPf-Tp bursal B cells in PE-injected embryos are anergic.

We also addressed the effect of membrane-bound self-antigen on B cell selection. To achieve this, we took advantage of two strains of the RCAS vector that can simultaneously infect individual cells. The MHC class I/CDS interaction is species specific, and comparison of amino acids involved in this interaction between chickens and mice indicates several modifications in the positioning of charged residues (39, 40). Therefore, mouse CD8 does not bind chicken MHC class I (19, 21, 31); in contrast, the murine TL associates with murine CD8αα homodimers with a binding affinity much stronger than that in the interaction of CD8αα with classical murine MHC class I (41). We initially observed that expression of murine TL in the CEFs was dependent on an exogenous source of mammalian β2m and chick embryos transduced with RCAS-TL failed to express the TL Ag on the cell surface. We therefore constructed the RCAS-TL:ires:m2-Tp mouse that allowed TL expression in vivo. Chicks doubly transfected with mCD8α-chIgα and TL/m2-Tp showed deletion of mCD8α-chIgα-expressing B cells in the bursa and spleen. Deletion was not always complete but was inversely related to the levels of TL expression. The number of B cells colonizing each bursal follicle is low, between 2 and 5. Under circumstances in which the frequency of TL-expressing cells is relatively low, individual bursal follicles may therefore not contain TL-expressing cells and may not provide a tolerizing environment for developing mCD8α-chIgα-expressing B cells. Our conclusion that B cells are being tolerized by exposure to TL/m2-Tp is strengthened by the observation that in the same chicks the frequency of mCD8α-expressing non-B cells is not affected by the presence of TL/m2-Tp. This finding argues that the mechanism involved in the deletion of mCD8-expressing cells is intrinsic to B cells in contrast to non-B cells.

Negative selection of mCD8α-chIgα-expressing B cells by TL/β2m was shown to involve BCR signaling. This was formally demonstrated by the survival of mCD8α-chIgα expressing B cells in the presence of TL/β2m. This finding is consistent with studies in murine B cells in which modulation of signaling downstream of slg affects the capacity of the slg to mediate negative selection. We have previously shown that whereas B cell expression of the CD8α-chIgα construct supported both calcium mobilization, when expressed in DT40 cells, and B cell development in vivo, mutations of tyrosine residues in the Iγc sequence compromised both calcium mobilization and B cell development. Although calcium mobilization could be complemented by pairing the mutant mCD8α-Iγc with a wild-type mCD8β-Igβ, B cell development was not complemented. In contrast, a mCD8α-Iγc construct in which the BLNK binding tyrosine of Iγc was mutated when combined with a wild-type mCD8β-Igβ supported B cell development while not reconstituting high-level calcium mobilization. We have therefore dissociated the signals required to support B cell development in vivo from the signals required to support high-level calcium mobilization (20). It would be interesting to determine whether the signals required for negative selection are equivalent to those required to support B cell development or whether additional signals such as those needed for calcium mobilization are necessary.

In conclusion, the results presented in this article demonstrate that developing chicken B cells are subject to self-tolerance by soluble and cell surface Ag, independent of the bursal microenvironment, but dependent on signaling downstream of the BCR.
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